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or a country to develop it does not necessarily need the
resources that include minerals, animals, fresh water,
mountains etc but the major resource is human; it is
upon this that UACE runs a newsletter that comes out every
quarter; so that the major resource contributes ideas to the
benefit of fellow Ugandans and others globally.
We use a phrase of “Ideas that make a difference”; we know
that the ideas you are contributing shall make a difference
towards the development of our country and others; since
now days we are living in a global village.
The articles contributed are not necessarily of engineering in
nature; any articles that can make a difference are accepted
in any other field provided they are not political.
I therefore take this opportunity to welcome you to our
edition for the period of July - Sept 2014; Enjoy!

Eng Alex Turihohabwe
Secretary General

Credit:
www.shutterstock.com

Contact us on:
Tel: +256 414 342 536

FIDIC Young Professionals
Management Training
Programme (YPMTP)
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IDIC is the International Federation of
Consulting Engineers and is the World’s
leading organisation representing Consulting
Engineers in the industry of which UACE is
a Member. FIDIC of which UACE is a Member
Association recognises the role of Young
Professionals in the Industry and refers to them as
the Future Leaders hence the need to have them
well trained and thus introduced the YPMTP which
is organised annually.
FIDIC is the leader in the Consulting industry and
is affiliated with many infrastructure international
funding organisations notably the World Bank.
FIDIC forms of Contract and Guides to practice
are internationally recognised and have also been
locally adopted by some Government Parastatals
on number of major projects and also by some
corporate Clients in the Private Sector.
The training involves online virtual sessions on
podio platform followed by face to face sessions
prior to the annual FIDIC Conference and is
crowned by a Future Leaders Workshop where
certificates are also awarded to participants.
FIDIC organises the Young Professionals
Management Training Programme (YPMTP) annually
which I was privileged to attend last year - 2013.
Described by one of our Mentors as “a mini
MBA”, it is a very rich course that is based on real
life profession related cases and delivered by
experienced Consultants/veterans in the industry
called Mentors with Wealth of experience in the
Sector. The eight (8) months programme covers
among others; Organisation and Human Resources
Development, Business Development Framework
and Business Development Instruments.

by Tom Ndizala

MBW CONSULTING LTD, (MUIPE)

The FIDIC Centenary Conference in Barcelona gave
me a rare opportunity of meeting and sharing
experiences with fellow Young Professionals from
over 32 Countries. I therefore thank my Employer,
MBW Consulting Ltd for the Sponsorship as the
programme has not only added to my knowledge
base but also enhanced my project management
and appreciated professionally and ethically how
to run a consultancy firm.
In Conclusion, the YPMTP is a very handy course
that I would recommend everyone under the age
of fourty (40) years in the Engineering Consultancy
business to undertake if possible. More information
can be obtained from www.fidic.org.
FIDIC encourages the Member Associations to
establish Young Professionals Forums within
their set up as it views the Young Professionals or
Engineers as the Future Leaders in the industry.
In Uganda, the Consulting industry is growing
at a very fast rate and we need well trained and
informed Young Professionals to take the lead and
improve the quality of life.
The YP forum within UACE will act as a voice for
us in Uganda and it go a long way in: Encouraging
Young professionals to undertake the YPMTP
Course, Increasing participation in UACE, GAMA
& other FIDIC related Events and activities,
Networking among YPs - through media platforms
and at Events, Will advance YPs Careers and further
develop through CPDs, YP tours, on major projects,
and travel opportunities abroad as you attend
international events for GAMA and FIDIC organised
in various countries.
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AS ENGINEERS, WE SHOULD BE CONCERNED
ABOUT FOREST DEPLETION.
by Nick Twinamatsiko

T

imber has been available as a construction
material for most societies since the
human race first started to build crude
shelters at the dawn of civilization. Originally
the material of craftsmen, wood is now the
material of the engineer who uses technical
data to design todays’ sophisticated structures.

As a building material, timber has a number of
excellent properties: high strength to weight ratio,
it can be easily shaped and connected, it is one of
the most sustainable resources available to man, it
is environmentally friendly and it is an aesthetically
pleasing material. Timber is the only primary building
material that comes from a renewable resource,
cleans the air and water and utilizes nearly 100% of
its resource for products. It is the lowest of all major
building materials in its energy requirements for
manufacture; it creates fewer air and water emissions
than any of its alternatives; and is totally reusable,
recyclable and biodegradable.
Timber also possesses properties that can cause
problems or difficulties if not properly addressed: its
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mechanical properties exhibit large variability and
are highly dependent on moisture content and load
duration. Timber is a highly anisotropic material and
its strength and stiffness properties perpendicular
to grain are much lower than in the direction of the
fibers. Perpendicular to grain, timber also shrinks
and swells with varying moisture content which
makes it susceptible to cracking. Wood burns and
it can be degraded by insects and fungi. Until
now, using wood in damp external conditions for
structural applications has been a real challenge,
chiefly because of the risk of fungal attack. The
most effective preservatives are by definition toxic
and so have environmental issues both in use and
disposal. While there are a few species of wood with
good natural resistance to fungal attack, they are
often difficult to glue and only have a comparatively
limited life. All these potential problems of timber as
a building material have made a significant number
of engineers and to some extent also public opinion
somewhat skeptical. But as Manfred Augustin has
stated: “Centuries of experience of the use of
timber in buildings coupled with extensive research
over the past few decades have shown us the safe
methods of construction, connection details and
design limitations.

The key is knowledge and skill
through the total value chain –
from the forester to the craftsmen
at the building site, and in
particular for the architect and
engineer.”
In heavy timber construction,
fire resistance is enhanced by
placing limitations of minimum
sizes on wood structural members
and on minimum thickness and
composition of wood floors and
roofs; by avoidance of concealed
spaces under floors and roofs;
by use of approved fastenings,
construction details, and
adhesives; and by providing the
required degree of fire resistance
in exterior and interior walls.
The beauty of exposed wood
combined with the fire resistance
of the heavy timber framing
has produced highly desirable
results. As originally conceived,
the heavy timber building was a
multi-story structure, designed
and used primarily for industrial
and storage purposes. Today,
its use has been expanded to
include many other occupancies.
It is commonly used for assembly
and mercantile buildings, such as
schools, churches, auditoriums,
gymnasiums, super-markets, and
for various other structures.
The Ugandan construction
industry is growing at a fast rate, a
phenomenon attributable to high
population growth, high ruralurban migration rates, and rising
incomes reflected in GDP growth.
In construction of concrete and
steel buildings, timber/wood

is used for scaffolds, formwork,
support poles, roof truss members,
ceilings and fascia boards, window
and door frames, windows and
doors, and many others. Woodfuel
is used in the manufacture of
bricks, steel and cement/lime. As
construction clientele become
richer and lean more towards
aesthetics, and as awareness of
the value of recreation facilities
grows, it’s likely that the demand
for heavy timber framing, which
requires substantial amounts
of timber, will reach substantial
levels. The demand for timber
will therefore continue to grow
in tandem with the growth of the
construction industry.

As construction
clientele become
richer and lean more
towards aesthetics,
and as awareness of
the value of recreation
facilities grows, it’s
likely that the demand
for heavy timber
framing, which requires
substantial amounts
of timber, will reach
substantial levels.

But the high population growth
and the rural-urban migration also
increase the demand for timber
for other uses, such as domestic
energy, and therefore threaten
supplies to the construction
industry. Institutions such as
schools, prisons and others rely
almost exclusively on firewood for
cooking, as does over 90% of the
population. Finally, the demand
for furniture grows in proportion
to the growth of the building
industry.
Whereas it’s certain, therefore,
that the demand for timber
for construction purposes will
continue to soar amidst the steady
increment of population and
national incomes, it’s not certain
that there will, in the long term,
be sufficient supply to meet this
demand.
Population growth is leading to
an increase in the demand for
land and food, and this leads to
encroachment on forests and
woodlands. At the beginning of the
nineteenth century, forests and
woodlands covered approximately
45% of the total land area of
Uganda. By 2005, they covered
about 24% (4.9 million hectares)
of the area. The National Biomass
Study Project (2003) has projected
that per capita forest area will
decline from 0.3 in 1991 to 0.1
in 2025 (Figure 1), if there is no
serious investment in forestry.
Of the 4.9 million hectares, 30%
are in protected areas (Forest
Reserves, National Parks and
Wildlife Reserves) and 70% are
found on private land.
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investors have weak incentives to
improve efficiency in processing.

The privately owned forests and
woodlands are poorly managed
and they are being converted
to agriculture or grazing land.
Agriculture and grazing are
perceived to have higher value
that forest products, and the
perception may be due to lack of
information about markets and
wood prices. The poor land owners
in rural areas find the quicker
returns of Agriculture and grazing
irresistibly tempting. The fact that
these land owners lack technical
skills in forests management and
are unable to hire forestry experts
may mean that Agriculture and
grazing are indeed more profitable
uses of their land. Moreover,
poor regulation has led to an
increase in illegal harvesting,
which undermines the legal
markets by distorting prices. The
low prices and other risks in the
market environment force private
investors to switch their profits to
other sectors.
It has been noted that there is
high wastage due to inefficient
machinery and manpower, with
conversion rates during processing
going as low as 25%. Since the
prices and profits are low, the

Scarcity of timber can adversely
affect project costs, durations
and quality. The scarcity would
force prices of the material
upward, and the overall cost
of construction projects would
inevitably follow suit. The scarcity
may force managers to cut on the
number of scaffolds, formwork
and supporting poles used on
site, which may result in longer
schedules. The deficiency would
adversely affect the quality and
structural integrity of construction
products by limiting the choice of
the buyers, who would get forced
to take whatever they found on the
market.
A 2009 study by A. Zziwa, Y.
N. Ziraba and J. A . Mwakali of
Makerere University found that
there are lots of gaps between
wood utilization and timber
research. There is limited strength
data on timber species, a matter
of great concern with respect
to structural integrity and site
safety. And, according to these
researchers, the limited strength
data is mainly academic and based
on small clear specimen tests
and cannot adequately assess the
potential quality of structural size
timber which inevitably contains
defects.
The study by Zziwa et al, found
that there over 45 tree species
on market, and that building
construction has concentrated
on 20 species due to limited
knowledge of new species. But
since the species about which
there is some data are the ones
in common use, it’s arguable that

they are also the species that
are getting depleted, and that
the construction industry will
increasingly resort to the lessknown species. Unless intensive
timber research is done, the
industry may, in the near future,
have to use timber species with
hardly any knowledge about their
properties.
The current practice in Ugandan
Structural Engineering is to base
timber design on foreign codes
such as BS 5268:1999 on structural
use of timber and BS 6399:1996
on loading. But, timber being
a material of biological origin,
the use of these codes can be
misleading since the properties of
the timber species may vary with
climatic conditions. It’s necessary
to develop more localized codes
and standards if structural
integrity is to be assured.
There is need for heavy investment
in timber research to obtain
comprehensive knowledge on all
the timber species on the market.
This knowledge would not only
enable construction professionals
and clients to fully realize the
great potential of timber but also
guide National Forest Authority
and private foresters to plant the
most valuable species.
Finally, considering the importance
of timber and wood in the
construction industry, construction
professionals and contractors
should take more interest and
exert more of their weight on
the trends of forestation in the
country. The present trend of
forest depletion doesn’t bode well
for the future costs and quality of
construction products.

Nick Twinamatsiko runs an online construction journal at www.concreteideas.ug
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ILISO CONSULTING (PTY)
LIMITED - UGANDA

Project Profiles

I

LISO Consulting (Pty) Ltd is a South African based
firm of Consulting Engineers, Project Managers,
and Environmental Managers with ISO 2001-2008
accreditation and subscribes to the principles of
good corporate governance. It has several branches
spread over Africa; these include Centurion where
the headquarters is located, Bloemfontein, Capetown,
Durban, East London, George, Kimberly, Port
Elizabeth, Uganda, and Zambia.
It’s a limited liability company and was registered
under the Registrar of companies in May 2012. Its
Ugandan office is located at Plot 1146, Block 220,
Banda in Kampala.
ILISO is a member of Consulting Engineers South
Africa [CESA], Uganda Association of Consulting
Engineers [UACE], Member of Group of African
Member Associations [GAMA] and International
Federation of Consulting Engineers [FIDIC]. ILISO has
carried out more than 50 major projects since its
inception with total project value of UGX 10 billion.
The Directors and lead professionals are members
of the Uganda Institution of Professional Engineers,
Consulting Engineers South Africa, South African
Institute of Consulting Engineers, Uganda Engineers
Registration Board as well as other international
professional associations.
ILISO has extensive experience in carrying out
feasibility studies, preliminary designs, detailed
designs, construction supervision, commissioning,
and decommissioning of infrastructure projects in
Africa.
ILISO Uganda has 30 full time professional staff
in addition to support staff and has an-extensive
network of other professional staff that are hired at
peak demands.

ILISO Consulting has a number of carefully selected
clients and has over the years completed numerous
projects for these clients. Below is a brief of some of
the running projects in Uganda:
1. Design and Construction Supervision of a New
Intake for Soroti Water Works
a. Project
Name

Contract for the provision of Consultancy
services for the Design and Construction
Supervision of a New Intake for Soroti Water
Works

b. Client

National Water and Sewerage Corporation

c. Project
Purpose

To undertake detailed engineering studies
and design a new intake for Soroti water
treatment works and thereafter supervises
the construction works.

d. Scope
of Work
(Key
Outputs)

a. Inception Report
b. Preliminary Design Report
c. Detailed Design Report and Tender Docs
d. Construction Supervision Reports
e. Final Project Completion Reports

2. Design review and construction supervision of
Acanpii & Andibo Dams in Oyam & Nebbi districts
a. Project
Name

Consultancy services for design review
and construction supervision of Acanpii &
Andibo Dams in Oyam & Nebbi districts.

b. Client

Ministry of Water and Environment

c. Project
Purpose

To undertake design review and
construction supervision of Acanpii Dam
in Oyam District and Andibo Dam in Nebbi
District

d. Scope
of Work
(Key
Outputs)

a. Inception Report
b. Technical Appraisal Report
c. Detailed Design Report
d. Construction Supervision Reports
e. Final Detailed Design Report
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The previous article mentioned the general framework against corruption and this now
specifically touches of the role of professional bodies like UACE and as the nation grapples
with how to tackle this malaise; such bodies are not only important but given where we have
reached, I believe they are the only way out. I suggest the following ways:

1. UACE can help to reduce delay in the disposal of
corruption cases
Establishment of a special division of the High
court to handle corruption and coordinate cases
at the High Court to facilitate easy and quick case
disposal was a move in the right direction. However,
there is still lack of will and commitment on the
part of professional bodies like UACE to enforce and
support the framework in place to fight corruption
by administering justice and bringing the culprits to
book through provision of professional evidence or
free advice on how to adduce and present evidence
connected to engineering. In most technical cases
Government is bound to lose just because of lack of
this.
The longer it takes to prosecute the corruption cases
the higher the risk of losing evidence and interest
from witnesses. The engineering profession has been
cited for occasioning delays in providing technical
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input as well as handling and disposing of reported
and investigated corruption cases related to the
profession. Many are concerned that most cases lose
track because despite successful investigations there
is totally no professional backup.
2. Popularizing of the policy and the professional
codes
Enacting the laws and responsive bills goes by far
to show the government’s will to combat corruption.
However, there seems to be limited /inadequate
popularization of the legislation to give room for
the public’s full participation. The public is still not
informed about the developments in the legislature
especially the Whistle Blowers Act, client charters
and the anti-corruption hotlines which would give the
public confidence to report the corrupt cases. Further
still professional bodies like UACE have codes that are
unknown to the public.

To date many people believe it is
the role of government to combat
corruption because they are not
informed of other bodies like UACE
whose roles and responsibilities are
also linked to the fight as a preventive
mechanism. What if UACE punished its
professionals and also guided on clear
work procedures and methods? Uganda
would have been a better place for
investment and development. As part
of UACE’s duty their input cannot be
avoided.
3.
Periodic declarations of
incomes, assets and liabilities
Under the Leadership Code Act 2002,
leaders are mandated to declare their
incomes, assets and liabilities three
months after commencement of the
Act and for the newly appointed
leaders that should be three months
after taking the position and thereafter
two years periodically. However while declarations
have been made to a convincing level, with the
existing gaps in verifying and monitoring of public
servants’ assets/incomes, this law to curb corruption is
constrained by the laxity to empower its enforcement
mechanism. UACE can be of great help to verify the
assets and also to offer various ways in which the antigraft agencies can professionally handle real estate
assets that are under investigations. Further, efforts
to make these verifications will be part of the UACE’s
priorities.
4. Poorly enforced laws
Uganda has a systematic anti corruption strategy
to deal with combating corruption for instance the
Constitution, the IGG Act, Anti corruption Act, the
Leadership Code, and the Whistle Blowers Act etc.
However, because of the poor enforcement of laws,
there is disrespect for rule of law and undermining
of the legitimacy of the enforcing authority.
There is also lack of proper, fair and consistency
implementation of anti-corruption legislation due
to political interference and lack of professional
advice. The low level of compliance with sector rules,
regulations and standards has been attributed to
the lack of information on the service standards,

limited monitoring of service delivery; professional
misconduct (like in collapsed buildings and the
watchful eye of UACE) and limited application of
sanctions to errant public officials.
5. Poor demand for accountability
The level of public involvement is a key in determining
the quality of accountability and Value For Money
(VFM) in service delivery which impacts the
utilization of public resources in the long run. UACE
has professional capacity to advise and also carry
out VfM audits. The Government of Uganda has
established financial systems to improve standards of
accountability. However, one of the key challenges for
the sector is poor culture to demand accountability
among Ugandans.
Previously, Accountability in Uganda had been
pursued from the supply side and without support
from bodies like UACE, thus service providers were
at liberty to provide any kind of accountability to
financiers without citizens’ opinion or professional
input about the validity of the accountability. This
is partly due to the low level of awareness by public
about their rights to demand accountability for
services delivered to them and limited consciousness
of bodies like UACE to support such initiatives. This
is further compounded by limited access to required
information (financial releases, work plans, progress
report etc) at the lower local councils and mistrust
of bodies like UACE with capacity to interpret the
engineering data. The information deficit currently
creates a sense of powerlessness and apathy and
prevents people from making the connection between
public resources and their right to services and
accountability.
6. Limited capacity by institutions
There is a clear limited capacity due to inadequate
staffing and high staff turnover in some if not all
accountability institutions that affects the execution
of their huge mandates and thus a bottleneck that
requires innovative approaches. The professional
bodies like UACE need to create a strategic approach
to capacity development that will have a long-term
and substantial impact on the ability of the anti-graft
sector members. Framework agreements that require
bodies like UACE to committee themselves should be
drawn.
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7.

Lack of definitive collaborative framework

The UACE is made up of individuals of different mandates, considering the diverse roles and mandates of the
various members, the creation of the such a body was to have a common focus through which coordination,
cooperation and information sharing among the members’ core members and key stakeholders could be
enhanced in the promotion, supervision, as well as implementation of accountability systems, in the realizing of
efficient and effective planning and delivery of services in Uganda.
However lack of definitive collaborative framework to compel sector institutions to work as a unit to attain
national accountability goals has impeded the progress of the Sector. The lack of effective coordination has
affected sector priorities to be identified and supported by Government and International partners as well as
other stakeholders like UACE.
In conclusion, UACE’s role cannot be over emphasized. The earlier they wake up the better. UACE therefore
has a serious problem as far as promoting and fulfilling their professional role is concerned role in this era of
individualism and corruption. So the only call is for UACE to shape up and wake up!

Eng. Karuma Kagyina
WISE CRACK FROM

Vice Chairman - UACE

If you ever worked in the Civil Service for a long time
like I did, at one time or other, you will find yourself
riding a dead horse.
The tribal wisdom of the Dakota Indians, passed on
from one generation to the next, says that when you
discover that you are riding a dead horse, the best
strategy is to dismount. But in modern business (and
government) because heavy investment factors,
transparency and need for accountability are taken
into consideration, other strategies are tried with
dead horses. These include;
i.

Buying a stronger whip;

ii.

Changing riders;

iii. Threatening the horse with termination;
iv. Appointing a committee to study the horse;
v.

Arranging to visit other sites to see how they ride
dead horses;

vi. Lowering the standards so that dead horses can
be included;
vii. Reclassifying the dead horse as “livingimpaired”;
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viii. Hiring consultants to ride the dead horse;
ix. Harnessing several dead horses together to kickstart and build momentum;
x.

Providing additional funding and/or training to
improve the dead horse’s performance;

xi. Carrying out a productivity study to see if
lighter riders would improve the dead horse’s
performance, and
xii. Rewriting the expected performance
requirements for all horses and several other
options.
At a later time, I may share with you the hustle you
will go through if it is decided that a stronger whip be
bought.

Variants of Sudoku puzzles.

SUDOKU
BRAINTEASERS
Ayebare Penninah
U.A.C.E Secretariat
Sudoku, originally called
Number Place, is a logic-based,
combinatorial number-placement
puzzle. The objective is to fill
a 9×9 grid with digits so that
each column, each row, and each
of the nine 3×3 sub-grids that
compose the grid (also called
“boxes”, “blocks”, “regions”, or
“sub-squares”) contains all of the
digits from 1 to 9. The puzzle setter
provides a partially completed
grid, which for a well-posed puzzle
has a unique solution. Completed
puzzles should have same single
integers not appearing twice in
the same row, column or in any of
the nine 3×3 sub regions of the
9x9 playing board. The puzzle
was popularized in 1986 by the
Japanese puzzle company Nikoli,
under the name Sudoku, meaning
single number.

Brief history on Sudoku puzzles.
The modern Sudoku was designed
anonymously by Howard Garns,
a 74-year-old retired architect
and freelance puzzle constructor
from Connersville, Indiana, and
first published in 1979 by Dell
Magazines as Number Place
(the earliest known examples
of modern Sudoku). He died in
1989 before getting a chance to
see his creation as a worldwide
phenomenon.
In Japan, the puzzle was introduced
by Nikoli in the paper Monthly
Nikolist in April 1984 as Sūji wa
dokushin ni kagiru also translated
as “the digits must be single”.
Later, the name was abbreviated
to Sudoku by Maki Kaji taking only
the first group of compound words
to form a shorter version. Sudoku
is a registered trademark in Japan
and the puzzle is generally referred
to as Number Place. In 1986, Nikoli
introduced two innovations: the
number of givens was restricted
to no more than 32, and puzzles
became “symmetrical” (meaning
the givens were distributed in
rotationally symmetric cells). It
is now published in mainstream
Japanese bulletins.
The Times of London began
featuring Sudoku in 2004.

Although the 9×9 grid with 3×3
regions is the most common, many
other variations exist. Sample
puzzles can be 4×4 grids with 2×2
regions; 5×5 grids with pentomino
regions have been published under
the name Logi-5; the World Puzzle
Championship has featured a 6×6
grid with 2×3 regions and a 7×7
grid with six heptomino regions
and a disjoint region. Larger grids
are also possible for example a
12×12-grid “Dodeka Sudoku” with
12 regions of 4×3 squares. Dell
Magazines regularly publishes
16×16 “Number Place Challenger”
puzzles (the 16×16 variant often
uses 1 through G rather than the
0 through F used in hexadecimal).
Nikoli offers 25×25 Sudoku the
Giant behemoths. A 100×100-grid
puzzle dubbed Sudoku-zilla was
published in Japan in 2010.
Below is a list of five other common
types;
•

Mini Sudoku

A variant named “Mini Sudoku”
is played on a 6×6 grid with 3×2
regions. The objective is the same
as standard Sudoku, but the puzzle
only uses the numbers 1 through 6.
•

Cross Sums Sudoku

Another variant called Cross Sums
Sudoku, is a combination of Sudoku
with “Kakuro” on a 9×9 grid, in
which clues are given in terms of
cross sums. The clues can also be
given by cryptic alpha-metrics
in which each letter represents a
single digit from 0 to 9. An example
is NUMBER+NUMBER=KAKURO
which has a unique solution
186925+186925=373850. Another
example is SUDOKU=IS×FUNNY
whose solution is
426972=34×12558.
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•

Alphabetical Sudoku

Alphabetical variations have emerged, sometimes called Wordoku; there is no functional difference in the puzzle
unless the letters spell something. Some variants include a word reading along a main diagonal, row, or column
once solved. A Wordoku might contain other words, other than the main word.

Solution in red for puzzle to the left

•

Quadratum Latinum

“Quadratum latinum” is a Sudoku variation with Latin numbers (I, II, III, IV ..., IX). Like the “Wordoku”, the
“Quadratum latinum” presents no functional difference with a normal Sudoku but adds the visual difficulty of using
Latin numbers.
•

Hypersudoku

Hypersudoku is one of the most popular variants with the layout identical to a normal Sudoku but with additional
interior areas defined in which the numbers 1 to 9 must appear. The solving algorithm is slightly different from the
normal Sudoku puzzles because of the leverage on the overlapping squares. This overlap gives the player more
information to logically reduce the possibilities in the remaining squares. The approach to playing is similar to
Sudoku but with possibly more emphasis on scanning the squares and overlap rather than columns and rows.

Solution numbers for puzzle to the left

Please take some time and try out the puzzle below; Remember to fill the grids with numbers so that each column,
row and all the nine 3×3 sub-grids contains all of the digits from 1 to 9 – without repetition.

Clue: It is the “Vegard Hanssen” 9x9 type.
The solution will be issued in the next
Newsletter. I hope it matches yours.
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GROWING UP IN THE ENGINEERING SECTOR;

Woes of a Graduate Engineer
Patrick Dinno
CIVIL ENGINEER, PROESS LIMITED
Upon graduating from any engineering institution expectations are high from
the graduands; congratulated by parents and friends for the success in a world
so few manage to venture. But the joys are short lived due to the lack of clear cut
direction on what a graduate engineer will do. Often a graduate Engineer has no
idea of the range of jobs that they can do, from the very technical hands-on roles
to more commercial roles that require a technical background to understand the
steps taken to achieve the deliverables; this has often left a number disappointed.
The fact that it (engineering) is both a trade and a profession, with opportunities
at many levels and across many industries, is a real challenge to get across for a
fresh graduate.

The fact that it
(engineering)
is both a
trade and a
profession, with
opportunities
at many levels
and across many
industries, is a
real challenge to
get across for a
fresh graduate.

Currently the Uganda Institution of Professional Engineers is the body tasked with
promoting the general advancement of the science and practice of engineering
and its applications, and to facilitate the exchange of information and ideas on
those subjects amongst the members of the Institution. Fresh graduate engineers
are expected to register with the Institution upon graduation; through the various
trainings organized by UIPE, it’s expected that their capacity will be improved and
they will be able to meet the standards required by the market.
At this stage, the graduate engineer is assigned a supervising engineer who
has to cross examine all the activities conducted by the graduate engineer. It
is expected that the graduate engineer knows that this is required for them to
develop professionally, however, this is never the case as most are not registered
as graduate engineers by UIPE. There is need by the engineering fraternity
particularly UIPE to organize capacity building workshops at Universities for fresh
graduates who are yet to be ushered into the Engineering community so that they
know what steps to follow upon graduation in order to develop professionally.
Under ideal cases, the pupilage period should last four years where two years
are under a registered supervising engineer and the latter two on a project
independently after which one can successfully be registered by the Engineering
Registration as a practicing Engineer. However, this is never the case since all
through all that period, it is expected the graduate engineer will be working on
different engineering projects. This rigorous process is to ensure that the Engineer
has the ability to draft using engineering programmes, preparation of bid
documents, supervising skills, risk management at a construction site and quality
assurance.
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Unlike before where companies conducted graduate training to equip graduates with skills and capacity to do
different activities, today employers are certain that the universities have taught the graduate everything is
there to know about engineering which often is not the case. Therefore no trainings are done whatsoever to help
acquaint the graduate engineer with the demands of the engineering sector. The lack of trainings has often left
graduates disappointed with the demands and intensity of the work expected of them and occasionally they
leave the sector and venture into the business world.
Additionally, graduate engineers are lately getting challenges getting placements where they can work to
enhance on their theoretical knowledge to be in line with the demands of the engineering world. UIPE during
the year 2013 tried placing graduate engineers to different organizations under the CROSSROADS programme
however the effectiveness of the method is yet to be determined. In order to build the capacity of the graduate
engineers and engineering fraternity in general, all companies should adopt a programme that will help ensure
young professionals are guided in their development.
Currently a graduate engineer earns a net salary ranging from Six Hundred Thousand Shillings to One Million Two
Hundred Thousand Shillings (600,000/ - 1,200,000/-); this figure is often not reflective of activities conducted.
Basing on the current economic crisis, this figure is less and often they are not able to meet their basic
requirements. Often most leave the professional and go on to join other sectors where they think enough money
shall be received which shall be able to provide for their needs. There is need to implement the Engineering
scale of fees that has been drafted by Engineers Registration Board.
The biggest question however is how to ensure that the young professionals in the industry receive the right
pupilage so that they are a banner of integrity in this our nation where corruption is deep rooted; through
implementation of the young professionals forum under UACE; this can act as a stepping stone to ensure they
are equipped with the right skills and are able to carry out services that are in line with international and local
standards.
Despite all the challenges faced by the graduate engineers, the fact that sector skills councils, professional
engineering institutions and companies themselves are increasingly coming together is exciting, and this is a
positive sign for the Engineering fraternity and with the possibility of passing the Uganda Construction Industry
Commission Bill (UCICO), there shall be regulation and coordination in the construction industry. This shall help
ensure that professional engineers are recognized and the sector is sheltered from fraudsters.

The biggest question however is how to ensure that the young
professionals in the industry receive the right pupilage so that
they are a banner of integrity in this our nation where corruption is deep rooted;
through implementation of the young professionals forum under UACE; this can
act as a stepping stone to ensure they are equipped with the right skills and are
able to carry out services that are in line with international and local standards.”
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UACE TRAININGS

Participants pose for a photo
during the training at Silver
Springs Bugolobi.

NCF4: Training on Technical Auditing, Monitoring and Evaluation of Road Projects

U

ACE successfully held training at Silver
Springs Hotel, Kampala on 5th – 6th June
2014; the training was on Technical
Auditing, Monitoring and Evaluation of Road
Projects and was facilitated by Eng. Abdul A.
Awadh a registered professional engineer in
Tanzania and Zambia. The training was attended
by participants from both UACE member firms
and Nonmember firms. Participants were taught
on the procedures involved in the Technical
Auditing, Monitoring and Evaluation of projects.
This involved;
a)

Selection of projects for auditing

b) Preparation of Terms of Reference
c)

Invitation of auditor

d) Review of project documents
e) Interviews
f)

Field Visits

g) Measurement/Quality verification
h) Draft Report
i)

Final Report

j)

Components of Monitoring & Evaluation

Training in Technical Auditing, Monitoring and
Evaluation of Road Projects shall help ensure that
the local engineering practitioners can effectively
audit roads in the country thus providing value for
money.
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NCF5: Procurement and Contract Management
UACE organized the fifth training of the stakeholders
in Procurement and contract management by PPDA
which was successfully conducted on the 28th and
29th August, 2014 at the Royal Suites, Kampala.
NCF - 5 training forum was facilitated by the Public
Procurement and Disposal of Public Assets Authority
(PPDA). The training was attended by participants
from both the private sector and government.
Members present were able to obtain knowledge and
understanding in the following procurement topics;
a)

The procurement cycle,

b) Evaluation of contracts,

c)

Contract management,

d) Amendments to the procurement act from 2003
to 2014 and
e) Ethics of procurement.
From the proceedings of the forum, it could be noted
that most of the present participants did not clearly
understand the amendments to the procurement
act, contract evaluation and contract management;
through UACE organising this training forum, it was
able to update the engineers on the different changes
in the procurement act and how contract evaluation
and management is done.

FIDIC Module 3
FIDIC Module 3 was held on 30th September and
1st October, 2014 at silver springs; the module on
about “Responsibilities and Duties of Adjudicators
and Parties under FIDIC Contracts” was facilitated by
Dr. GÖtz-Sebastian HÖk an Accredited International
FIDIC Trainer. The training was participants from
the consulting industry, contractors and other
stakeholders involved in infrastructure projects;
participants present were able to learn about
Adjudication and Arbitration in accordance with the
FIDIC forms of contract.
During the training, participants were taken
through all the processes of how a dispute arises
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in construction projects, Establishment and
Responsibilities of a Dispute (Criterion in selecting
DAB members), Adjudication Board, Dispute
Resolution under the FIDIC Red and Yellow Book, DAB
costs and how they are incorporated in a contract,
hearing of a dispute and how a decision is made and
enforcing of a decision.
Training on “Responsibilities and Duties of
Adjudicators and Parties under FIDIC Contracts” shall
help disputes that arise on projects be adjudicated
easily since the local professionals will have the
capacity and experience to be members of the
Dispute Adjudication Board.

FIDIC Module 4
FIDIC Module 4 on Management and Administration of
FIDIC Contracts was held on 2nd and 3rd October 2014,
at Silver Springs Hotel, Kampala; the training was
facilitated by Dr. GÖtz-Sebastian HÖk. Participants
present were able to understand the different duties
of different parties on an infrastructure project that is
Client, Consultant and Contractor. During the training
the following sub topics were covered;
a)

f)

Engineers’ authorities

g) Time assessment; Extension Of time (EOT);
managing EOT claims
h) Quality Assurance
i)

Payments.

Performance guarantee

b) Project start up
c)

Contract agreement

d) Payment Certificates
e) Contract administration procedures
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PLAN TO GO STOREYED

S

tatistical figures put Uganda’s population at
approximately 33 million people; according to a
report on population growth (list by World Bank)
Uganda population growth rate is at approximately
3.24% per annum; that of USA is 0.86%. It also
brings out a very interesting scenario that the highest
population is that between 0 - 24 yrs. This means that
the majority of the population are dependants; since
the majority of the above stated age bracket are still
in the school/college.
According to the National report 2010 by Department
Water Development DWD), the total Uganda area is
241,550 Km2 of which 36,902 km2 (15%) is covered
by water, 7,325 Km2 (3%) is covered by swamps and
therefore 197,323 Km2 (82%) constitutes the land
mass. As per world statistics published Dec 2008 the
Uganda population density is 132.9/ Km2 that looks
sufficient; compared to USA with a population density
of 31.6/km2.
Land is fixed but population is not. Examples are
Kigezi and Bugisu; in the in the early 20th century
when the population in these areas was small; the
land used to be enough; however today, the land
is very limited for any economic sense leave alone
sustaining the citizens because of over population.
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It is said and it is true that Uganda is one of the
countries in world that has good climate throughout
the year that can support two planting seasons; and
hence has an advantage over other countries to be a
food basket. With this population growth with time
the land is going to be consumed. As a prospering
nation; this should not be allowed and this is only
possible if there is forward planning; it is good there
is Uganda Planning Authority that has produced the
Uganda development Plan document in place.

the government should
encourage the planners
to think of putting storied
structures that will
accommodate the increasing
population while utilizing the
same space.

Presently government and NGO’s do projects in most
of the districts; that include classroom building;
hospitals, housing projects etc; this is good for the
provision of the facilities especially for learning,
healthy and education. The majority of these facilities
are blocks and you find them squeezed or scattered
everywhere there is some space; a justified example
is Bukinda Teacher training college in Kabale;
(incidentally the only one in the district; the block
structures there are squeezed in a very small area;
it also accommodates a few students that can be
accommodated in that small area); housing projects
in Karamoja; primary schools in the entire country,
hospitals just to mention a few.
What the government should worry about is to look
for ways of how land can be utilized maximum;
how can a small piece of land accommodate many
students, patients; recently the president talked
about how small pieces of land deter development
and how they can also be used to get maximum out of
them; like planting high value crops; that is in terms
of agriculture. This should also be applied to putting
up structures; the government should encourage the
planners to think of putting storied structures that
will accommodate the increasing population while

utilizing the same space. Putting up these blocks
in the present period signifies something amiss in
planning.
The planning should have started yesterday with
the development plan; since it has not yet started
fully as justified from the above examples; it should
start now. The entire country should be planned
so that a percentage that shall be left for housing;
swamps, forests, land for cultivation; is known and
the country should move towards implementing it. I
know the implementers will want to show us that the
constitution does complicate matters; since it gives
powers to the owners of the land; can we start by
putting the percentages in place; think of constructing
storied building and later revise the laws that hinder
that progress.
For the benefit of the future Uganda let us go storeyed structures.

Eng Alex Turihohabwe
CEO BLESSED INVESTMENTS LTD.
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UACE Members’ Directory - 2014
COMPANY NAME AND AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION

ADDRESS

ACOAR LIMITED

Plot 2D/E
Nakasero Hill Road

Specialization

•
•

Civil and structural engineering
Project Management

AIR WATER EARTH LTD
Specialization:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road/Highway design
Civil/Structural engineering design
CDM/Carbon Audits
Oil & gas services
Cleaner production
Noise pollution
Environmental Monitoring, testing and analysis
Occupation health and safety
Pollution control equipment
Sold waste, water & sanitation, Air pollution
Site remediation
EIA & Environmental audits

ASSOCIATED ENGINEERING SERVICES (AES)
Specialization:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Specialisation:
Infrastructure Consultants
Civil, Geotechnical & Environmental
Structural Engineering and Services
Development Services and Project Management
Transportation
Electrical & Mechanical
Contract Management & Materials
Information Technology
Training & Communications

FBW UGANDA LIMITED
Specialization:

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Suit 5.10, Second floor-Uganda House
P.O. Box 23931, Kampala

Structural Engineering /design
Civil/ Structural engineering design-Roads and Bridges
Supervision
Project planning and management
Feasibility studies
Geotechnical Assessment of Ground Condition for Foundation designs

AURECON ENGINEERING (U) LTD.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

27 Binayomba Road,
Bugolobi, Kampala
P.O Box 22428,
Kampala

Surveying
Architectural services
Engineering services
Project management
Telecommunication
Consultancy services

2nd floor, Innovations House.
Plot 7B, Acacia Avenue.
P. O. Box 10631, Kampala

1834 White House
Close, Muyenga
P.O Box 24843,
Kampala

COWI LTD
Specialization:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical Assistance
Design
Development Planning
Supervision and contract management
Programme formulation
Training, capacity building and human resources development
Master planing and feasibility studies
Monitoring and evaluation
Financial and organisational analyses

ILISO CONSULTING (PTY) LTD
Specialisation:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation, Traffic and Highway Engineering
Pavement Engineering
Construction/ Project Management
Environmental Engineering
Bridge Engineering
Structural Engineering
Geotechnical engineering
Water supply and sanitation
Waste management
Building Construction

GAUFF CONSULTANTS (U) LTD
Specialization:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Specialization:
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Consultancy Services

INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS LIMITED (IPL)
Specialization:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structural engineering
Civil engineering
Bridges
Geotechnical investigations,
Materials testing
Project planning
Project management
Tender and contract documentation
Construction supervision and management
Engineering audits

MULTIPLAN CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Specialization:

•
•
•
•

Plot 1346, Block 220, Banda.
P.O. Box 21291
Kampala, Uganda

Plot 53, Upper Kololo Terrace.
P. O. Box 201, Kampala

Transport, Roads and Railways
Water Supply and Sanitation
Town and Regional Planning
Agriculture and Rural Development
Environment
Industrial Engineering and Architectural Design
Signaling and Telecommunication

GEM ENGINEERING CO. LTD

•

3 Portal Avenue,
2nd Floor Crusader House.
P. O. Box 10591, Kampala

Plot 2d/E Nakasero
Hill Road
P.O Box 22809,
Kampala
2nd Floor, Eseza
House,
UMA Show Grounds,
Lugogo
P.O Box 33224,
Kampala

Plot 9C Old Kiira Road.
Plot 45 Prince Charles drive, Kololo

Water Supply
Roads and Infrastructure
Bridges and Structures
Sewerage and Waste Water Treatment
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KAGGA & PARTNERS LTD
Specialization:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Urban and Rural Water Supply
Water Resource Management
Hydro-power Generation and Irrigation Dams
Waste Water Management
Solid Waste Management
Roads - trunk, urban and rural
Structural and Foundation engineering
Infrastructure for housing and industrial estates
Institutional strengthening and restructuring

KOM CONSULT LTD
Specialization:

•
•
•
•
•

Specialization:

•
•

Specialization:
Water Resources and Environmental Engineering
Topographic, Cartographic and engineering Surveys
Building Services
Power Supply and Distribution
Renewable Energy, including small/mini hydro schemes

MULTI-KONSULTS
Specialization:

•
•
•
•
•

Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Building Services
Energy Studies
Agriculture Schemes
Environment Studies
Electric Power Systems Planning and Load Studies

NEWPLAN LIMITED
Specialization:

•
•
•
•
•
22

107 Kiira Road.
P. O. Box 8493, Kampala

Engineering Infrastructure Development
Strategic planning
Institutional Development and Capacity Building
Social-Economic and Governance Studies
Structural and Civil Design and Construction Supervision
Energy Development and Environmental Impact Studies
Water Supply System Design and Sanitation Engineering
Highways and Transportation
Project Management
Environmental Engineering
Master plan preparation for Infrastructure Development including Community
Mobilisation
Management of Expectations in Infrastructure Development
Project Formulation

M & E ASSOCIATES LTD

•
•
•
•
•

Plot 7 KOME Cresent, Luzira, Kampala.
P.O Box 40108 Kampala

Roads and highways
Structures and Buildings
Water Supply and Public Health
Environmental and Social Sciences
Geo-technical and Hydrological Engineering

MBW CONSULTING ENGINEERS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 Bandali Rise,
Bugolobi
P. O. Box 6583,
Kampala

Power and Renewable Energy
Architecture and Building Services
Transport
Environment and Natural Resource Management
Water and Sanitation

Rofra House,
2nd floor Ggaba Road, Kansanga
P. O. Box 4052, Kampala

29 Clement Hill
Road.
P. O. Box 5390,
Kampala

1st Floor, Crusader House
Plot No. 3, Portal Avenue

PROMAN CONSULT LTD
Specialization:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Development and Management
Project design and management
Construction supervision
Feasibility and economic studies
Provision of professional engineering advice
Planning studies

PROME CONSULTANTS
Specialization:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Development and Management
Project Management
Water Supply and Sanitation Engineering
Highways Engineering
Civil and Structural Engineering
Transportation Planning and Designing
Electrical and Mechanical Industrial Engineering
Quality Assurance
Environmental Engineering
Geotechnical Engineering
Surveying and Mapping
Institutional and Individual Industrial Capacity Development

SEKA ASSOCIATES
Specialization:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Specialization:

Innovations House
Plot 7B Acacia Avenue
P. O. Box 24934, Kampala

SURE House Bombo Road
P. O. Box 1354, Kampala.

Plot 129A Old Kira Road, Bukoto
P.O Box 6780, Kampala

Institutional Development and capacity Building
social-Economic and Governance studies
Architectural, Structural and civil Design and Construction Supervision
Energy Development and Environment Impact Studies
Water supply system design and sanitation engineering
Highways and transportation
Project management
Health, safety and environment engineering
Master plan preparation for general infrastructure development including
Management of expectations in infrastructure development
Project Formulation
Land surveying mapping
Geotechnical surveys

TECHNOLOGY CONSULTS LIMITED
Specialization:

•
•
•
•
•
•

PROMAN

Project Management and Planning
Civil and Structural Engineering
Site and Service Schemes
Highways and Transportation Engineering
Water Supply and Waste Disposal
Geotechnical Services
Materials Testing
Architectural, Quantity Surveying and Electrical Engineering (in close
association with other firms)

TAMP BLESSED 3MS JV LTD

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plot 799 Kabusu Rd,
Rubaga
P. O. Box 7810,
Kampala, UGANDA

Building Consultancy Services
Land Surveying
Information Technology
Civil Works
Expert Technical Services
Project Management

1st Floor, Room 200 CEDAT Building,
Makerere University
P. O. Box 26690, Kampala.
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Representing the professional concerns and
general business interests of its members in
the field of consulting engineering.

The Secretariat, Uganda Association of Consulting Engineers
Plot 17 Martyrs’ Way, Ministers’ Village, Ntinda
P.O. Box, 11750 Kampala.
+256 414 342 536
uace2013@gmail.com | info@uace.or.ug

